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Abstract

Purpose: NFL is one of the most representative phenomena of contemporary American culture, working as a means to acculturating other audiences to the U.S. environment. Brazil has the second biggest international audience of the league in the world, and part of it is engaged to social networks during game broadcasts. Methodology: The study adopts the netnographic approach as research method, which was based on monitoring Twitter hashtags launched by ESPN channels in Brazil during three seasons, between 2016 and 2019. Results: Our findings reveal three practices of acculturation: comparison between Brazilian and American features, the embodiment of American rituals and routine changes to adjust to the schedule of the league. Theoretical contributions: This research contributes to marketing literature by showing how fan’s interaction on social networks about massively mediated entertainment objects (i.e., media sports) can incorporate and resonate in an acculturation process. Practical contributions: Marketing professionals can look at fanish (i.e., prosumerist) interactions to achieve opportunities and competitive advantages based on reliable information acquired on social networks. Keywords: NFL; acculturation; fans; prosumption; netnography.

Resumo

Objetivo: A NFL é um dos fenômenos mais representativos da cultura americana contemporânea, funcionando como um meio de agregar outras audiências a ambíbias dos EUA. O Brasil tem o segundo maior público internacional da liga no mundo, e parte dele se engaja nas redes sociais durante as transmissões de jogos. Metodologia: O estudo adota a abordagem netnográfica como método de pesquisa, baseado no monitoramento de hashtags do Twitter lançadas pelos canais da ESPN no Brasil durante três temporadas, entre 2016 e 2019. Resultados: Nossas descobertas revelam três práticas de aculturação: comparação entre características brasileiras e americanas, a personificação de rituais americanos e mudanças de rotina para se ajustar ao cronograma da liga. Contribuições teóricas: A presente pesquisa contribui para a literatura de marketing, mostrando como a interação dos fãs nas redes sociais sobre objetos de entretenimento massivamente mediados (i.e., esportes midiáticos) pode incorporar e resonar em um processo de aculturação. Contribuições práticas: os profissionais de marketing podem observar as interações fânicas (i.e., prossumeristas) para obter oportunidades e vantagens competitivas embasadas por informações confiáveis adquiridas em redes sociais. Palavras-chave: NFL; aculturação; fãs; prosumption; netnografia.

1. Introduction

Sports represent important aspects of the cultures that give origin to them. Many studies show how individuals who have recently arrived to a country, such as immigrants, pilgrims, refugees, use these aspects to adjust themselves to the new cultural contexts they are facing (Allen et al., 2010; Ha et al., 2014; Sawrikar & Muir, 2010), since sports have the ability to express cultures and to participate in the cultural change dynamics (Whannel, 2014; Wenner, 2012).
Whannel (2014) categorizes two types of sports modalities: media sports, whose commotion results from their broadcast and widespread in the media; and participation sports, which are legitimated when a big fraction of society practices them. Clearly, it is not a matter of whether the sports belong to one or other modality; its association is dynamic and mutual. The practice of a sports modality can be made feasible, consolidated and become popular through its broadcasting.

Media sports tend to acquire global prominence due to the repercussion their broadcast tend to reach, which are capable of reaching and surpassing cultural barriers. However, although some sports are broadcast in many countries, they do not become global, because their transmissions remain local (Wenner, 2012; Whannel, 2014), such as the case of American football. Although American football has been growing throughout the years due to its world broadcast – which is led by NFL –, its practice in other countries does not surpass the United States (U.S.) and its rules remain unknown for most individuals (Oates & Furness, 2014; Wenner, 2012).

Oates and Furness (2014) states that NFL is one of the greatest cultural phenomena of the contemporary American Way of Life. The country has its routine changed throughout the football season, between September and February. People living in the country (U.S.) have the tradition to stop in order to watch NFL games, mainly the Sunday games either in the stadiums (always crowded) or on the TV – families usually watch up to three games a day (Axelrod, 2001; Wenner, 2012). The strong relationship the country has with its main sports league results from its ability to represent and guide social, ethical, patriotic and capitalist practices, either through athletic confrontations among teams or through advertisement and brands linked to game broadcasts (Wenner, 2014).

The way to enjoy the greatest American sports modality has been changed by the manner NFL conducts the expansion of this modality: for approximately two decades the priority has been given to viewers who watch the games on TV, rather than to the ones who go to the stadiums (Wenner, 2008). This action is linked to the market view of the league, which became more profitable worldwide (Ozanian, 2017), kept its expansion and sought consolidation in different world markets (ESPN, 2018; Willis, 2020).

Nowadays, Brazil has the second largest NFL audience outside the United States, which reached approximately 23 million viewers during the last championship game: Super Bowl LIV in 2020 February (Ohata, 2020; Rogenski, 2020). The country is only behind Mexico, which is a neighbor country to the U.S. and seat of league games since 2005. Besides watching the games on TV, part of Brazilian NFL viewers engage in social networks during game broadcasts to widespread the modality. This consumption practice is featured as an active reception of media texts (Guschwan, 2012; Jenkins, 2008) by fans who engage in a participatory culture by making the option for being part of the process to give meaning and outspread the content they consume (de Souza-Leão & Moura, 2018; Jenkins, 2014).

Fans resemble what Ritzer (2014) defines as prosumption by freely and spontaneously outspreading the consumed media content: productive consumers who engage in pro-active and dynamic acts by sharing their viewpoints with other consumers, by changing the reach, repercussion and even the quality of what they consume. This community interaction happens in consumption choices and in groups of consumers set to share impressions about brands, services and activities (Arnould & Thompson, 2005; McAlexander et al., 2002). Such consumption practices can express social identities, but, mainly establish an intimate relationship between consumers and the culture they exalt (Belk et al., 2013), which is formalized by the large number of resources available to legitimate practices through it (Allen et al., 2010). American football is, therefore, a cultural product of the U.S. that has the power to disseminate the country’s ideology and culture to other nations (Nye Jr, 2015).

Nowadays, cultural identification is no longer limited by territory, ethnicity or traditions; it is expressed through the negotiation exercised by social subjects, who combine one or more cultures they have contact with (Berry, 2005; Luedicke, 2011). Based on a broader sense, globalization allowed cultures – that in the past did not reach certain individuals – to have more influence on the cultural identification process, which leads to an acculturation process (Berry, 1980; Sawirikar & Muir, 2010). Acculturation can happen naturally, when a certain culture is influenced by others, which are seen as dominant; or artificially, when these other cultures are imposed by social mechanisms such as consumption (Askegaard & Ozcaglar-Toulouse, 2011; Luedicke et al., 2010). There are changes in the way individuals consume, or in their consumption preferences, when groups of individuals from different cultures have contact with foreign ones. This contact forces local cultures to some sort of mutation due to a process that can be uni-, bi- or multidimensional (Berry 1997; Segev et al., 2014).
If, on the one hand, Brazil is a country with an emblematic cultural soft power, as for the ideological, identity and cultural influence, in exporting several cultural products (e.g., football, music, gastronomy) (Leão, 2018; Neto & Sousa-Filho, 2016). On the other hand, its ethnocentrism, the characteristic worldview of those who consider their ethnic group, nation or nationality more socially important than the others, is fragile when compared to other cultures that historically have worldwide relevance (Junkklaus et al., 2016; Ma, Yang & Yoo, 2020).

At this point, the U.S. stands out as the country that most seeks to hegemonize aspects of its culture (Bizumic, 2019). It is expected that the sports modality expressing the American culture with such force – the main reference of the country since the Second World War (Araújo et al., 2013; Motta et al., 2001) –, although it is not natural to Brazilians, would have a Brazilian audience involved with the culture it represents.

Accordingly, technological advancements and the participation in social networks are among the biggest catalysts of the multi-dimensions of acculturation: thanks to them, one culture is not necessarily subjected to another; they are mixed and negotiated by individuals who identify themselves with them (Canclini, 1995). Therefore, technological development can cause acculturation, because it allows foreign cultures to have direct and indirect impact on individual and collective social relationships set with cultures that exercise some sort of influence, which is multiplied, legitimated and exercised by the media (Askegaard & Ozcaglar-Toulouse, 2011; Jenkins et al., 2002).

Thus, Brazilian NFL fans who engage in social media can practice American cultural aspects intrinsically related to American football consumption. Nevertheless, we present the following research question: How does the virtual interaction of Brazilian NFL fans during league game broadcasts reveal a consumption acculturation process?

Our study was built based on a semi-deductive logic, since it articulates concepts from the consumer research field to propose that the consumption of a foreign sports media league corroborates acculturation movements. Based on the understanding of the economic and cultural capacity of a major sports league like the NFL (Wenner, 2014), we focus on the virtual interactions of the audience that complement the transmission of the games in Brazil. Such interactions were revealed as fan practices, an interdisciplinary theme that, for consumer research, are understood as productive actions (i.e., prosumers) to the cultural object (Chen, 2018; Sugihartati, 2017). As the cultural object in question (i.e., NFL) is close to the culture of one of the countries that most makes use of its soft brand (Nye Jr., 2015), we understand this practice provides an acculturation of consumption (Segev et al., 2014).

Thus, we seek to expand how the consumption of an exotic cultural object can be expanded and naturalized by fans who continue in the context of Web 2.0. Specifically, our study addresses how negotiations between different cultures affect fans’ consumption practices within a context where culture is seen as a distributed network, which is one of the perspectives of greater development in Consumer Culture Theory (CCT) on the current decade (Arnould & Thompson, 2015).

2. The prosumption of the fans

The popularity of social networks lies on their ability to host a content based on viewers’ participation, and its core is not more than daily life (Langlois, 2013; Jenkins, 2006). Individuals who act as consumers are no longer limited to the act of receiving information; they can file, give meaning, take possession and reproduce media content in an innovative way. Thus, there is no clear definition about where the commercial and standardized cultures start and end, since both are part of the participatory culture (de Souza-Leão & Moura, 2018; Jenkins, 2006).

Individuals head towards a sense of community that gives them the sense of belonging by gathering to others in order to participate, discuss, receive or consume an object or specific good (de Souza-Leão & Moura, 2018; Tombleson & Wolf, 2017). Among members of participatory cultures, one finds fans who have been the focus of Social Sciences studies for more than two decades. This process results either from the culture they establish between themselves – capable of reaching new audiences – or from social spaces where this culture is established (Jenkins, 2008; Sandvoss, 2005). On the other hand, given consumers’ ability to produce the goods they enjoy – which is not limited to the act of consuming – the participatory culture creates a bond that extrapolates consumers’ traditional concepts (Hills, 2013; Jenkins, 2006).

This productivity derives from the spontaneous act of taking possession of, and reproducing, media texts; therefore, viewers become reproducers, ambassadors and exporters of the culture they are
bonded to (Jenkins, 2006; Ritzer and Jurgenson, 2010). Following this reasoning, de Souza-Leão and Costa (2018) argue that fans are natural prosumers. Thanks to their consumption choices, some consumers become prosumers when they become part of the production process (Toffler, 1980). However, according to Ritzer and Jurgenson (2010), this role is not limited to incorporate functions to the production chain, because the technological advancement of Web 2.0 gave birth to a new class of prosumers, namely: individuals who do not need to be incorporated to the production of the good or service they consume, as long as they are able to produce such good or service through pro-active and dynamic acts (Huang et al., 2015; Samuel et al., 2018).

Prosumers aim at increasing the reach of products they consume when they share their viewpoints (Ritzer, 2014). Sports fans are natural prosumers (Santomier & Hogan, 2013), since they often have positive influence on the performance of the teams they support, besides being responsible for generating monetization contents for these teams in Web 2.0 (Andrews & Ritzer, 2018). Based on a broader sense, fans see themselves as active part of a heterogeneous group that gathers to share similarities. People in these groups understand that they are both the ones who receive and the ones who are responsible for the maintenance of the participatory culture they are members of (Jenkins, 2006; Sandvoss, 2003).

No wonder, the fan culture grew in the last decades because, nowadays, it is easier for fans to quickly meet and help each other, fact that makes it easier to create community strategies and, consequently, a shared consciousness focused on producing and sharing knowledge about the consumed culture (de Souza-Leão & Moura, 2018; Guschwan, 2012). Therefore, the fan culture is complex and multidimensional, since it encompasses many participation methods and engagement levels (Sandvoss, 2005; Hills, 2013), besides giving importance and new meanings to aspects of local and global cultures. Accordingly, consumption acculturation processes are perpetuated by huge media conglomerates and by the globalization phenomenon (Cleveland & Laroche, 2007; Gentry et al., 1995).

3. Consumption acculturation

The globalization phenomenon has been consolidating bilateral, dynamic and synchronous relationships based on how the consumption of local products and brands is influenced by the contact with foreign offers. This process, which results from the negotiation of many local cultures that have been re-signified, makes the contemporary society establish a global culture (Kjelgaard & Askegaard, 2006). In digital era, there is already an understanding that the use of social networks not only deterritorializes physical cultural barriers (Jenkins, 2008), but that the time used on such platforms can function as political practices (Jamal et al., 2019). Such an investment of personal time to deal with political aspects improves the self-efficacy of individuals and resonates their perception of what culture is (Bandura, 1997; Kiang, Glatz & Buchanan, 2016).

It’s a phenomenon which happens through consumption acculturation, when individuals from different cultures have contact with consumption habits of other cultures, fact that changes their communities and the culture they are part of (Berry 1997; Segev et al., 2014). This phenomenon is known as acculturation, broadly used in Social Sciences to help better understanding immigration and changes resulting from crossings between different cultures (Berry, 1997; Ha et al., 2014).

The typology proposed by John Berry (1997), which describes four strategies to explain how individuals face a new culture, has been widely adopted given its influence on consumption (Jamal et al., 2019; Kizgin et al., 2018; Smith & Khawaja, 2011): assimilation and integration are adhesion forms, whereas marginalization and separation are exercises of resistance. Therefore, assimilation refers to the choice made by some individuals for adopting a foreign culture (values and traditions) for a certain period of time, while they gradually lose their interest in their native culture; integration happens when there is the interest in maintaining the native culture, despite the daily contact with a new one; marginalization refers to the individual’s will to reject the foreign culture, although they do not exalt the local one; and separation concerns the exaltation of the local culture in order to deny the foreign culture this individual has contact with.

Consumption acculturation mimics different features of its members and is assessed based on different references: the influence on personal preferences, needs, attitudes and behaviors (Alden et al., 2006); the help in developing identities based on consumption (Belk et al., 2013); and promoting values that guide people’s daily activities (Chernev et al., 2011; Luedicke et al., 2010). According to these as-
pects, the consumption of global cultures is boosted by consumers capable of building identities unbound to nations and physical territories but bonded to elements seen as vital to day-to-day life. These elements can be provided by the different cultures that consumers are proud to widespread (Sobol et al., 2018).

Consumers are part of the process to maintain a culture when they share their impressions about it (Berry, 2008; Segev et al., 2014). This process explains how individuals keep the features of their own culture while consuming new ones, whereas they introduce a new culture for the ones who would not have the chance to know it. They do so by exercising an acculturation that ends up playing a productive role in consumption flow (Askegaard et al., 2005; Cruz & Buchanan-Oliver, 2017). Accordingly, it is more usual to maintain a native culture in private life (food, music, clothing, celebrations) than to get to know other cultures in public domains (school and work environments, social networks) (Martin, 2012; Peñaloza, 1994) where individuals exercise consumption acculturation by negotiating different cultures (Arends-Tóth & Van de Vijver, 2008; Jamal, 2003; Kizgin et al., 2018).

The productive and symbiotic relationship between different cultures was called 'hyperculture' by Askegaard et al. (2005). This relationship happens when a minority of expert consumers (fans, prosumers) uses aspects of the culture they are bond to in order to commodify the dominant culture acculturating them. These authors describe the hybrid culture as resulting from consumption communities formed by the relationships their members establish with each other, by the consumption of brands and services, by the performance of shared activities and by the ability to build a sense of consumption to be replicated (Arnould and Thompson, 2005; McAlesterd, 2002). Some brands establish such a strong relationship with local cultures that, when they expand to new markets, they need to adjust to the new culture and, in some cases, they even have to associate with local rituals (Batra et al., 2012; Sharma et al., 2017). This association happens because brands intrinsically related to a certain culture tend to practice multiculturalism to expand their markets; thus, they encourage the acculturation of individuals belonging to the culture they now interact with (Zhang, 2009).

4. Methodology

The present investigation is a field study that looks at a community of practice (Wenger, 2001) based on consumer interactions (Mutch, 2003). The study followed the netnographic design, also known as virtual ethnography, since it enables investigating social exchanges between consumers, mainly in virtual environments, and the reflex of these exchanges on the online and offline world (Hamilton & Alexander, 2017; Izogo & Jayawardhena, 2018). It happens because this ethnography is adapted and flexible based on researchers’ interests (Caliandro, 2014; Kozinets, 2002). Netnography focuses on observing the way informational and social communications and connections happen based on their main contribution in comparison to other ethnographies: revealing how online organizations and cultural forms take place, as well as boosting the discussion about how these forms are maintained and changed (Collander & Hauge Wien, 2013; Kozinets, 2010; Underberg & Zorn, 2013); mainly, the method used to investigate the preferences of media sports consumers (Filo et al., 2015; Næss, 2017; Stavros et al., 2014).

We used the method according to procedures indicated by Kozinets (2002; 2010; 2015), who has a broader approach in this field. Netnography follows three stages: Cultural entrée, which concerns researchers’ familiarization with the investigated context, so that they can understand the assessed reality from the viewpoint of their participants; data collection, better known as the process of observation and monitoring of online discussions by saving and filing the texts. Also, researchers can elaborate field notes responsible for the assessed process in order to complete and detail the research corpus; and data analysis and interpretation, last stage conducted through codification, reflection, abstraction, comparison, checking, refinement and theoretical generalization, and, whenever possible, through the theorization of the research corpus.

Researchers have been watching NFL games since 2009, and one of them also uses his Twitter account to interact during league-games since 2010; therefore, he became part of this online community. Besides, he plays American football in Brazil since 2012, and acts in the national tournaments. Such practice led him to strengthen ties with other consumers in the league and, mainly, use his social networks to interact about it. In an axiological positioning, our role as researchers is that of acafans: those who recognize the influence of their emotional connection with the objects from popular culture consumed in the choice of their academic productions, but who conduct the investigation following ethical
and scientific procedures (Cristofari & Guitton, 2017).

To access this culture, we monitored the online community of Brazilian NFL fans that interacts on ESPN channels’ Twitter about the league news and broadcast. Brazilian ESPN broadcast NFL games since September 1992 and currently holds exclusive rights for broadcasting the league in the country (Firmino, 2018; Francischini, 2018). The platform hashtags launched by ESPN Brasil are, simultaneously, the main means of interactions between sports fans and the official communication for the audience to participate in the league’s national broadcasts (ESPN, 2017).

Four Twitter hashtags were used to collect data: #TudoPelaNFL, #PlayOffsNFLnaESPN #SuperBowlnaESPN – concerning the 2016-17 season – and #NFLnaESPN – used in 2017-18 and 2018-19 seasons. Each tweet (e.g., text message, photos, GIF videos, hyperlinks) from viewers’ interactions posted in those hashtags was filed manually, saving the contents of the web browser to PDF files during league games broadcasted by ESPN channels in Brazil for three years. This corresponds to the coverage of 418 games, in total: 119 in the first season, 141 in the next and 138 in last one. In all, more than two million messages were collected. Such number of messages were organized by date of transmission. At the same time, field notes were produced to guide and facilitate the analysis process. Still, the interactions between ESPN channels and audience during broadcast games were also recorded as a reference to understand the subjects discussed in Twitter messages.

Data analysis was divided in three stages, based on the ones highlighted by Kozinets (2010; 2015). From a manually analytical coding (i.e., without any software), we gave temporary code names to data of the corpus in order to develop the ultimate data classification and hierarchization (codification and reflection). Next, after data were already codified, we filtered and classified them in order to generate the clearest and truest identifications and relationships, and to formulate the categories (abstraction, comparison and checking). Finally, we elaborated a set of general meanings based on the codes and categories that have emerged during the previous stages. Therefore, it was possible to describe data consistency based on the literature (theoretical generalization).

We conducted the investigative process by taking into account quality criteria described in qualitative research, such as that by Kozinets (2015) for netnographic research. These criteria regard data saturation, axiological arguments set in the cultural entrelacé, researchers’ reflexivity and respect to the observed praxis. As our data is obtained from a social media, we take some precautions to achieve the ethics of an ethnographic work proposed by Kozinets (2002). Twitter is an open platform known to be used to gain a better understanding of its users, their acts and impacts on society and culture from various perspectives (Weller et al., 2014; Zimmer & Proferes, 2014). It provided secondary data in the public domain, as it is a social network with usage policies that oblige its users to make their publications public or private. For analysis purposes, we use only those which are public and available from the social network for at least 12 months (Fernandez Espinosa & Xiao, 2018). Also, as it can be seen in the results section, the data in which the fans appear (i.e., tweets with photos) were blurred precisely for the sake of ethics and to maintain their anonymity.

5. Results and discussion

We identified nine codes related to the acculturation process faced by Brazilian NFL fans. The codes found demonstrate that these are close and converging issues. In this regard, the next analytical level became evident: the categories, where the commonality of codes is observable. In this sense, the nine codes were organized in three categories, which are presented based on the empirical context of the research and introduced according to the literature.

5.1. Comparison between Brazilian and American NFL features

American football is the sports modality that best reflects the American culture (Axelrod, 2001; Oates & Furness, 2014), since it represents many social, economic, ethical and patriotic practices that were institutionalized by the American nation (Wenner, 2014). NFL outspreads the positive values of this culture worldwide given the way it is set for global broadcast (Davis et al., 2014).

The consumption acculturation process involves a certain degree of cultural amnesia in which part of a society negotiates an exchange, i.e., individuals make the option for forgetting local aspects by consuming a foreign culture. Such cultural amnesia is the replacement, or change, of a mostly negative sense of historical reality or local policy (Granot et al., 2014; Jenkins et al., 2002).
The present category evidences how Brazilian NFL fans exchange American cultural aspects intrinsic to the consumption of league games, which are broadcast, based on cultural aspects of their own country, by virtually interacting with each other. Such process is boosted by the negative perception of Brazilian viewers about their local culture to the detriment of an apologetic view about the American culture.

Figure 1. Comparison between the NFL and Brazilian major sport

The first code in this category unveils how Brazilian NFL fans value American football, not just because of its sports features, but because it is seen as a media spectacle associated with the American culture. Such concept makes these viewers rue that football association broadcasts – the emblematic sports modality of the national culture – does not have the same appeal. Fan messages that illustrate this aspect were gathered in Figure 1.

Figure 2. (NFL) U.S. events are compared to Brazilian ones

In a similar way, the second code expresses how these fans see the league and, most of all, the Super Bowl, as emblematic example of the American ability to organize events, fact that is also related to the culture of this country. Comparison to Brazil includes, but also goes beyond, football association, as it calls the attention to great global events that recently took place in the country, like the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Olympics. These events were acknowledged for structural issues that had political and economic reflects on the nation. We selected tweets (Figure 2) to illustrate this aspect.
5.2. American rituals embodied by Brazilian NFL viewers

Brands that bring along the culture of a specific location can be seen as exotic to different cultural contexts, but they aim at changing the assumption that they are strange to certain local cultures. Moreover, these brands use to be associated with rituals of local cultures or to create new ones (Batra et al., 2012; Sharma et al., 2017). Foreign brands put multiculturalism in practice by linking themselves to already existing rituals of a culture. This multiculturalism evaluated to which extent a society opens itself to new rituals by discharging or changing its own rituals (Zhang, 2009).

The NFL brand is very representative of American values, besides highlighting some rituals of the American culture. Based on the scope set for the present study, the idea was not to assess whether this brand encourages practices in Brazil that associate aspects of the American culture with the Brazilian one. However, we evidenced how Brazilian NFL fans mimic rituals inherent to the U.S., which are typically exercised by American league fans while they consume its games.

The first code of the category regards the consumption of one of the richest aspects of a culture: its cuisine. Brazilian NFL fans post pictures of, and comments about, the typical American dishes they eat while they watch NFL games (e.g., hamburgers, hot-dogs, buffalo wings), as well as of products produced by food brands easily acknowledged as American (e.g., Budweiser, Jack Daniels). Interactions about this topic can be seen in Figure 3, which characterize the experience of watching NFL games while having such typical American snacks, food, and beverages.

![Figure 3. American rituals imported into NFL consumption](https://twitter.com/)

Source: research corpus, available from [https://twitter.com](https://twitter.com) (Re-accessed in May 21, 2020).

Similarly, the second code shows how NFL viewers in Brazil experience American holidays that are not traditional to the Brazilian calendar due to the league. It is the case of Halloween, when games broadcast in the last week of October present features of this time of the year in the U.S. and encourage NFL fans to put their costumes on to watch the game on this holiday. The three games broadcast in
Thanksgiving, and all shows broadcast throughout this day, mention this celebration. Brazilian fans respond to the Halloween invitation by posting pictures in which they are wearing their costumes and by arguing that Thanksgiving should be a holiday in Brazil, so they could celebrate it and watch the games. Figure 4 shows tweets with photos of fans celebrating U.S. holidays while watching the NFL.

Figure 4. American holydays imported into NFL consumption

It is common to American NFL fans to get together with relatives and friends to watch league games (Clark et al., 2009; Sandvoss, 2003). The third code of this category evidences that Brazilian fans do the same. They widespread how American football is a sports modality to be watched with companions. The Super Bowl stands out in this practice, and highlights countless comments of Brazilian fans about how the first Sunday of February should be a holiday for the family in Brazil, just as it happens in the U.S. It is also possible finding records about the number of years these comments have been made in order to feature the tradition. We elaborated Figure 5 with photos of these moments.

Figure 5. Super Bowl is already a family tradition for the Brazilian audience

Overall, the habit of watching NFL games with friends and relatives become a celebration. Usually, American fans get to stadium surroundings hours before the game in order to socialize, while supporters...
drink and eat, during an event known as tailgate (Veri & Liberti, 2013). Supporters organize parties
during the game, honoring the American flag, and counting on the presence of cheerleaders and team
mascots in order to watch the games (Axelrod, 2001). The last code of this category highlights the parties
organized by Brazilian NFL fans who watch the games together, mainly the Super Bowl, and who post
pictures of great repercussion in the community. In order to follow the steps taken by native league fans,
these parties have the tailgate vibration, honor the American flag and count on cheerleaders and team
mascots, as seen in the tweets in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Super Bowl is consumed at NFL-related parties

5.3. The routine of NFL Brazilian fans changed due to time zone

The acculturation process is made easy by the relationship between consumers’ public and pri-
vate lives; whereas, the local culture is most easily maintained by the ordinary choices of private life
(e.g., clothing, slangs) and foreign cultures tend to be exalted in public life (social networks, school and
work environments). Thus, the individual tends to be suppressed by the socially established dominant
culture (Arends-Tóth & Van de Vijver, 2008; Jamal, 2003; Kizgin et al., 2018), and it includes aspects
such routine maintenance, which derives from a foreign culture that embodies different meanings for
each individual who is not natural to it (Berry, 1997).

NFL broadcasts are formed and based on the schedule and calendar of the location seating the
game and of its main viewers: U.S. When fans of this sports modality in Brazil adhere to the consumption
of the main American football league they need to deal with schedules and dates that are not natural to
them and to reveal routine changes during the NFL season – fact that has consequences in their social
lives.

One of the codes in this category expresses how NFL fans in Brazil engage in expectations about
important data of the league season. This feeling is common to Americans, given the vibration felt in the
country during these occasions, which gain special meaning for Brazilians who follow the league, since
such process generates a sense of belonging in fans in this community. The kickoff, which is the game
opening the regular league season in the first Thursday of September, is anticipated by comments that
express great anxiety, mainly because they break the six months fast on games between seasons. This
buzz is only overcome by the expectation for the Super Bowl. This same feeling is felt during the playoffs
– eliminatory games that determine the way towards the finals – and remarkable dates, mainly Christ-
mas and New Year’s Eve, when the game rounds define the teams classified for the post-season. Fan
tweets that exemplify this aspect were gathered in Figure 7.
Another identified aspect (code) regards how Brazilian NFL fans see league game days as an important appointment. They even change their week schedule and skip social events during the league season. Game days and schedules (i.e., Mondays and Thursday’s nights and Sundays afternoons) are taken seriously, tweets report how Brazilian fans stop going to social events (e.g., birthday parties, family meetings) and even skip enjoying Brazilian summer Sundays and Carnival, which is the most emblematic festival of the Brazilian culture. Figure 8 brings tweets which can illustrate this aspect.

![Figure 8](https://twitter.com) (Re-accessed in May 21, 2020)

Figure 8. Key moments in the life of Brazilian NFL fans need to adapt to league games
Source: research corpus, available from [https://twitter.com](https://twitter.com) (Re-accessed in May 21, 2020).
Finally, the last code of the present category indicates how Brazilian NFL fans change their schedules in order to watch the league games. Broadcasts in the country are not good to viewers in Brazil due to time zone, since most games start at the American winter time and at the Brazilian day-light-summer-time. Night games, which last longer than three hours, go through the night. Tweets reproduce the jargon created to watch the NFL in Brazil: NFL is for the strong ones – for the ones who are brave enough to resist their sleep and who deal with such short sleep in their work productivity in the day after. Netizens in Southern and Southeastern Brazil – the most developed regions in the country, which concentrate most NFL viewers – point out the privilege of people living in Western regions who live in a time zone closer to the American one, and of the ones living more to the Northern regions, who do not have to change their time zone in summer. The messages in Figure 9 show how the routine of Brazilian NFL fans is affected when they dedicate themselves to watching league broadcasts that can reach three hours in length.

![Figure 9. Impact of NFL broadcasts on the routine of their Brazilian fans](https://twitter.com) (Re-accessed in May 21, 2020).

6. Reflections from results

It seems to us that such a combination of cultures is based on a social dispute based on the differentiation operated between cultural capital and economic capital. From the notion of the soft brand (Neto & Sousa-Filho, 2016; Nye Jr., 2015), it is possible to see the valuation of cultural aspects for NFL fans in Brazil. When they combine the strengths of domestic culture with those of the foreign sports league, they attest that the place should not be ignored. On the other hand, the incorporation of foreign values and rituals indicates an exaltation of what comes from outside. Finally, the mixture shown in the adaptation of the Brazilian routine to that of the USA reveals a non-oppressive hierarchy between such cultures.

All three are the consumption acculturation strategies highlighted by Berry (1997). In this sense, we identified the strategies capable of valuing a foreign culture: The comparison and ritualization pointed out an integration process, to the extent in which a foreign culture is reproduced from the understanding that it is better than the native one. The practice of comparing the Brazilian and American cultures by Brazilian NFL fans evidences their original culture and their will that their own culture could repeat aspects of the foreign one, which is seen as better, so that it must be reached by the local one. Similarly, the incorporation of American rituals is evidenced by the exaltation of the American culture; however, due to the way they are introduced, these rituals are a sui generis appropriation lined to a certain end. This approach also features this practice as an assimilation process, since it does not highlight the total rupture with the original culture, although it is possible seeing such a distancing at the long-term period. Accordingly, changes in daily routines evidenced in our research do not feature a complete lifestyle change, but a punctual adjustment limited by certain circumstances that, certainly, have important social implications.

Another classic author regarding contributions to acculturation, Bandura (1997) proposes a theory which indicates how the relationship with cultural aspects is a result of social (i.e., family, friends)
and cognitive (i.e., self-efficiency) experiences. As an expansion of this concept Kiang, Glatz and Buchanan (2016) focus on U.S. culture, considering that there is socialization listed at three cultural levels: the combination between different cultures, the exaltation of the American way of life and family heritage. Our results are equivalent to each of these levels. It’s an entertainment process that takes place thanks to the common sense, which is multiplied when aspects of the consumed culture are used to re-signify and to reflect about the culture one makes part of (Askegaard et al., 2005). On the other hand, rituals are relevant for a nation to the extent that they express its way of thinking and feeling (Wallendorf & Arnould, 1991). Moreover, they work as a way to naturalize individuals from other countries and ethnicities (Ustuner & Holt, 2007; Peñaloza, 1994). The embodiment of American rituals by Brazilian NFL fans reflects how they symbolically negotiate the American culture in their reality in order to feature how they absorb it during NFL games. Finally, by changing their schedules during part of the year due to the American time zone, Brazilian NFL fans subject themselves to an alien cultural pattern to the detriment of their own (Granot et al., 2014; Jenkins et al., 2002).

The fannish way to incorporate cultural values from massively mediated entertainment objects makes economic notions fused with cultural ones (Chen, 2018; Jenkins, 2008). It is a movement that continues to hegemonize the values of a culture that already has a global reach (Nye Jr., 2015), as it is linked to the interests of the entertainment industry (Jenkins, 2006).

Thus, it seems to us that the acculturation of consumption present in entertainment objects is close to Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of cultural domination. In his conception of shock between cultures, Bourdieu (1997; 2005) considers that every mixture of cultural aspects evokes a relationship of forces by which the strongest link maintains continuous sub-submission to the weakest link. There is no benign mix of cultures: economic interests are intrinsic to overlapping those of culture. This clash between cultures represents the confrontation of two closed social systems in asymmetric relations of material and symbolic power. It is a heuristic model that, despite causing change on the two sides that are part of the process, presents a strategy of rationalization of the hegemonic culture present in the trajectory that is beyond any objectivist homogenization.

7. Final considerations

Findings in our research show the consumption acculturation process of Brazilian NFL fans based on their virtual interactions during league-game broadcasts according to three practices: the comparison between Brazilian and American features, the embodiment of American rituals and schedule changes in order to adjust it to the times of game broadcasts. Brazilian NFL viewers set a symbiotic relationship with their native, and other cultures, by comparing and embodying features of a culture other than the native one, and this process generates a hybrid culture. It is a consumption acculturation allowed by virtual interactions on social media; an acculturation of consumption that is possible due to the close relationship between sports and cultures, but mainly due to the intensity of the virtual interactions that NFL broadcasts in Brazil stimulate in their audience.

The way which Brazilian fans found to enjoy league-games as a singular and culturally significant experience complies with the familiarization and valuing of the American culture in the country. Thus, the consumption productivity of American football is evidenced by the way the culture involving it is appropriated during negotiations with the cultural context in which consumption takes place. Such fact can result either in the simulation of the American culture or in the establishment of the ideal Brazilian culture.

Our research shows how a virtually mediated social interaction establishes the ideal virtual environment for practices that give meaning to consumption based on viewers’ viewpoints. It also presents how this environment – which is culturally de-territorial – assures the necessary conditions for cultural appropriation and re-signification. Thus, the factor we point out as an acculturation process gains the profile of a hybrid cultural amalgam. We also evidenced the core role played by entertainment in current cultural processes by describing, in details, how it happens due to consumption practices exercised by media sports viewers.

From our reflection of the results, we conceived that the interactive consumption of Brazilian NFL fans leads them to participate in an acculturation movement. The overlapping values of different cultures propagated by fans reveal how they pursue values of cultural objects. Such productivity to the cultural values of the NFL is, simultaneously, possible and consequent of an active participation typical of fans who, through appropriation of available technology, converge between media and to relate with
similar individuals about cultural objects.

It is worth pointing out that the research design represents both a scope and a limitation: if by focusing on Brazilian NFL viewers engaged in social networks we neglect the ones who do not act this way, we access a kind of cultural production that corresponds to the most participative audience of media texts (Jenkins, 2008).

In this sense, our study is aligned to the perspective that in recent years the intense use of social networks to deal with issues related to consumption provides a rich source of information for marketing professionals (Felix, Rauschnabel, & Hinsic, 2017; Perdigão et al., 2016). Exploring the use and the way consumers interact with products and brands through social networks provides reliable information for these professionals (Tenconi & Cancellor, 2016), especially when that information is presented through theoretically based interpretations. Thus, the concepts presented in our study adds, on a general level, to the understanding of how the analysis of the use of social networks about prosumerist practices can help marketing professionals (Marques & Frederico, 2018). At the specific level, the importance of interactions of media sports’ fans reveal opportunities for professionals working in this market (Dixon, Martínez, & Martin, 2015).

Finally, we saw future outcomes of the present study such as investigations about how fans from other cultures – traditionally susceptible to external influences – take possession of culturally designed media sports modalities, and how these modalities can become popular in such cultures. Especially, those ones which have a focus on U.S. sports leagues (i.e., NBA, MLB) with consumption resonance in several countries of the world.
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